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Abstract
Motivated by the problem of automatically composing network accessible services, such as those
on the World Wide Web, this paper proposes
an approach to building agent technology based
on the notion of generic procedures and customizing user constraint. We argue that an augmented version of the logic programming language Golog provides a natural formalism for automatically composing services on the Semantic
Web. To this end, we adapt and extend the Golog
language to enable programs that are generic,
customizable and usable in the context of the
Web. Further, we propose logical criteria for
these generic procedures that define when they
are knowledge self-sufficient and physically selfsufficient. To support information gathering combined with search, we propose a middle-ground
Golog interpreter that operates under an assumption of reasonable persistence of certain information. These contributions are realized in our augmentation of a ConGolog interpreter that combines online execution of information-providing
Web services with offline simulation of worldaltering Web services, to determine a sequence
of Web Services for subsequent execution. Our
implemented system is currently interacting with
services on the Web.

1 INTRODUCTION
Two important trends are emerging in the World Wide
Web (WWW). The first is the proliferation of so-called
Web Services – self-contained, Web-accessible programs
and devices. Familiar examples of Web services include
information-gathering services such as the map service at
yahoo.com, and world-altering services such as the bookbuying service at amazon.com. The second WWW trend is
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the emergence of the so-called Semantic Web. In contrast
to today’s Web, which is designed primarily for human interpretation and use, the Semantic Web is a vision for a future Web that is unambiguously computer-interpretable [2].
This will be realized by marking up Web content, its properties, and its relations, in a reasonably expressive markup
language with a well-defined semantics. DAML+OIL, a
description-logic based Semantic Web markup language, is
one such language [10, 11].
Our interest is in the confluence of Web Services and the
Semantic Web. In early work, we outlined a semantic
markup for describing the capabilities of Web services, initially in first-order logic and a predecessor to DAML+OIL
[19]. This effort evolved into a coalition of researchers
from BBN, CMU, Nokia, SRI, Stanford and Yale who
are developing a DAML+OIL ontology for Web services,
called DAML-S [4]. Several metaphors have proved useful
in developing this markup, including viewing Web services
as functions with inputs and outputs, and alternatively as
primitive and complex actions with (knowledge) preconditions and (knowledge) effects. While DAML-S is not yet
complete, two versions of the ontology have been released
for public scrutiny [3]. We will return to DAML-S towards
the end of the paper.
The provision of, effectively, a knowledge representation
of the properties and capabilities of Web services enables
the automation of many tasks, as outlined in [19]. In this
paper we focus on the task of automated Web service composition (WSC): Given a set of Web services and a description of some task or goal to be achieved (e.g., “Make the
travel arrangements for my KR2002 conference trip.”), find
a composition of services that achieves the task. Disregarding network issues, WSC can be conceived as either
a software synthesis problem, or as a planning and plan
execution problem, depending upon how we represent our
services. In either case, this application domain has many
distinctive features that require and support tailoring. We
identify and address many of these features in this paper.
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In this paper we conceive WSC as a planning and execution task, where the actions (services) may be complex actions. In related work, we show how to compile service
representations into operators that embody all the possible evolutions of a complex action, in order to treat complex actions as primitive action plan operators [18]. As
a planning task, WSC is distinguished in that it is planning with very incomplete information. Several sequenced
information-gathering services may be required, that culminate in the execution of only a few world-altering services. (Imagine making your travel plans on the Web.)
Since our actions (services) are software programs, the input and output parameters of the program act as knowledge
preconditions and knowledge effects in a planning context.
Software programs can also have side-effects in the world
(such as the purchase of a commodity), that are modeled as
non-knowledge effects. Service preconditions are regularly
limited to knowledge preconditions. Information-gathering
services (aka sensors) don’t fail, network issues aside. Exogenous events affect the things being sensed. Persistence
of knowledge has a temporal extent associated with it (contrast stock prices to the price of a shirt at the Gap), which
affects the sequencing of services. Services often provide
multiple outputs, a subset of which must be selected to act
as input for a subsequent service (consider picking flights).
Many services perform similar functions, so WSC must
choose between several services, each sharing some of the
same effects. Also, plans (compositions of services) are often short, so the plan search space is short and broad. WSC
tasks may or may not be described in terms of a goal state.
In some instances they are described as a set of loosely coupled goals, or constraints. Many plans may satisfy the WSC
task. User input and user constraints are key in pruning the
space of plans (e.g., choosing from the multitude of available flights) and in distinguishing desirable plans.
The unique features of WSC serve to drive the work presented in this paper. Rather than realizing WSC simply as
planning, we argue that a number of the activities a user
may wish to perform on the (semantic) WWW or within
some networked service environment, can be viewed as
customizations of reusable, high-level generic procedures.
For example, we all use approximately the same generic
procedure to make our travel plans, and this procedure is
easily described. Nevertheless, it is difficult to task another person, less a computer, to make your travel plans for
you. The problem lies not in the complexity of the procedure, but rather in selecting services and options that meet
your individual constraints and preferences. Our vision is
to construct reusable, high-level generic procedures, and
to archive them in sharable (DAML-S) generic-procedures
ontologies so that multiple users can access them. A user
could then select a task-specific generic procedure from
the ontology and submit it to their agent for execution.
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The agent would automatically customize the procedure
with respect to the user’s personal or group-inherited constraints, the current state of the world, and available services, to generate and execute a sequence of requests to
Web services to perform the task.
We realize this vision by adapting and extending the logic
programming language Golog (e.g., [14, 22, 6]). The adaptations and extensions described in the sections to follow
are designed to address the following desiderata of our
WSC task. Generic: We want to build a class of programs
that are sufficiently generic to meet the needs of a variety
of different users. Thus programs will often have a high degree of nondeterminism to embody the variability desired
by different users. Customizable: We want our programs
to be easily customizable by individual users. Usable: We
want our programs to be usable by different agents with different a priori knowledge. As a consequence, we need to
ensure that the program accesses all the knowledge it needs,
or that certain knowledge is stipulated as a prerequisite to
executing the program. Similarly,
ensures the
 -ible.theTheprogram
actions it might use are
programs must be
both knowledge and physically self-sufficient.

2 ADAPTING GOLOG
Golog (e.g., [14, 8, 6, 22]) is a high-level logic programming language, developed at the University of Toronto, for
the specification and execution of complex actions in dynamical domains. It is built on top of the situation calculus (e.g.,[22]), a first-order logical language for reasoning
about action and change. Golog was originally developed
to operate without considering sensing (aka informationgathering) actions. For Web applications, we rely on a version of Golog built on top of the situation calculus with
knowledge and sensing actions (e.g., [24, 22]), which we
henceforth refer to simply as the situation calculus.
In the situation calculus [6, 22], the state of the world is
described by functions and relations (fluents) relativized to

 . To deal with sensing actions, a
a situation , e.g., 
special knowledge fluent  , whose first argument is also
a situation, is introduced. Informally,  holds if the
agent is in the situation  but believes (s)he might be in
 . The function  !" maps a situation  and an action 
into a new situation. A situation  is simply a history of the
primitive actions performed from an initial, distinguished
situation #%$ . A situation calculus theory & comprises the
following sets of axioms (See [22] for details.):

'

domain-independent foundational axioms of the situation calculus, ( ;
accessibility axioms for ) , *+-,+/. 1 ;

'
1

At this stage, we do not impose any conditions on



such as
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successor state axioms,
, one for ) and one for
every domain fluent ;
action precondition axioms,
, onefor
action
 every
  ;
in the domain, that serve to define
axioms describing the initial situation,
(including
axioms about ) );
unique names axioms for actions, , ;
2
domain closure axioms for actions,
.

'





'
'







 
 

'

Golog builds on top of the situation calculus by providing
a set of extralogical constructs for assembling primitive actions, defined in the situation calculus, into complex actions
that collectively comprise a program, . Constructs include
the following.





   

  


a — primitive actions
— sequences
— tests
— nondeterministic choice of actions
    — nondeterministic choice of arguments
— nondeterministic iteration
if
then
else
endIf – conditionals
while do endWhile — while loops









Note that the conditional and while-loop constructs are actually defined in terms of other constructs.











if then else endIf
while do endWhile

!#" $ %&  " ' $ %((&
!#"  &)  '  

These constructs can be used to write programs in the language of a domain theory, e.g.,

*,+$-/.1032541076(8/9:   
2
29;<:>=  2  - 
if   then

*  8 4  0  -  endIf.

Given a domain theory, and Golog program , program

execution must find a sequence of actions such that:
&@?A#B  C "# $  > D "# $ E/B  C "# $  > D #%$   denotes that
the Golog program  , starting execution in # $ will legally
terminate in situation  > D # $ , where >!D "#%$ abbreviates
  GF!    F H$I %E,E,E   /I"# $   .
else

2.1 CUSTOMIZING GOLOG PROGRAMS
In this section we extend Golog to enable individuals to
customize a Golog program by specifying personal constraints. To this end, we introduce a new distinguished
fluent in the situation calculus called
   !  , i.e.,
action  is desirable in situation  . We contrast this with
  !  , i.e. action  is physically possible in situation
 . We further restrict the cases in which an action is executable by requiring not only that an action  is   ! 
but further that it is       . This further constrains

BKJ ,LM N%OPJ

Q



BKJ ,LM N%OPJ

Q

that
to be reflexive, symmetric, transitive or Euclidean in the
initial situation. (See [22, pg. 302-308].)
2
Not always necessary, but we will require it in 2.1.

3

the search space for actions when realizing a Golog program. The set of
  fluents, one for each action, is
referred to as & .
unless otherwise
   !  
noted.

BKJ LM N,OPJ
1R KB J ,LM N,OSJ

UTWV3M(X/J

An individual specifies her personal constraints in our Semantic Web markup language. The constraints are expressed in the situation calculus as necessary conditions for
an action to be desirable, &
of the form:



F Y[Z7R
BKJ LM  N,OPJ ! ]\_^a` 
(1)
and personal constraints, bac which are situation calculus
formulae, d .
For example, Marielle would like to buy an airline
 to destination e , if the drivticket from origin

ing time between these two locations is greater than
3 hours. Thus
  
     "
. Similarly,

     is included in &
Marielle has specified dates she must be at home and her
constraint is not to be away on those dates. Thus, &
    
!
      . Using
includes: 
&
and &
, and exploiting our successor state axioms
and domain closure axioms for actions, &
and &
, we
   !  for every action as follows:
define

BKJ LM N,OPJ CN%XgfGhiLM(jiLk,l J,V 5V m\
ts
uFY[Z3R
wvyx
z hq{ f 5V }|~X ,V[N,J (rJ 5V
1vx
FY[Z7R
 Z
w
BKJ ,LM N%OPJ
BKJ ,LM  N,OSJh  D   aT|  vx 
(2)
x< R<
where   A^}I$E,EEK^<F , for each ^ ` of (1). E.g.,
) `t` Z3%Y3 A n VBoM(Lp J,jqLrJ   ts " , and
vyx T¡£¢ d   h  D " ¤
where ¡ is repeated regression rewriting (e.g., [22]) of
d   h  D     , the constraints relativized to  h  D    ,
using the successor state axioms, &¥ from & . E.g.,
vx¦TW¡£¢ z hi{  f  5V  CNXf hqLMjqLk%lGJ,V    5V   
|£~X %V3N,J (rJ 5V   CN%Xf hqLMjiL)k%lGJ,V      5V     ¤
n V BoM(Lp J,jqLrJ

We rewrite this expression using the successor state axioms
for fluents
     and !
     . E.g.,

hi{ f 5V
~X ,V[N,J (rJ 5V
hq{  f  5V   !" aT
¢  oAWN%XgfGhiLM(jiLk,l J,V    5V y| £A
§  (rJ 
 hq{  f% 5V |
z oAWN%XgfGhiLM(jiLk,l J,V    5V y| ¨A (rJ  ¤
~X %V3N%J( (rJ 5V   !" UT~X %V3N%J( (rJ 5V 

From this we determine:

BKJ ,LM  N,OSJCNXf hqLMjqLk%lGJ,V    5V  aT
n VBoM(Lp J,jqLrJ   7s "
| oA (rJ©za~X %V3N,J (rJ 5V    (3)
Having computed &¥R , we include it in & 3 . In addition to
computing &¥R , the set of BKJ LM  N,OPJ fluents, we also mod-

ify the computational semantics of our dialect of Golog.
3

Henceforth, all reference to

&

includes

& R

.
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In particular, we adopt the computational semantics for
Golog. (See [6] for details.) Two predicates are used to
define the semantics.
         is intended to say
that the program in situation  may legally execute one
step, ending in situation   with the program  remain
ing.       is intended to say that the program may
legally terminate in situation  . We require one change in
the definition to incorporate  
. In particular, (4) is
replaced by (5).
  !      

  !        ! 
(4)

jqM



C 7



L O C



BKJ LM N,OPJ

jiM Q

7

UT
|  A LOG| A
jiM   ! Q 7  "  aT
 !  |BKJ ,LM  N%OPJ   
(5)
|  
A LO |   A   !"
We can encode this more compactly by simply defining
 n
 !   T Q    ¦| BKJ ,LM  N%OPJ    , and replacing
Q J    O with
J n GO in (4). This approach has many advantages. First it is elaboration tolerant [17]. An individual’s
customized &1R may simply be added to an existing situation calculus axiomatization. If an individual’s constraints
change, the affected BKJ ,LM  N%OPJ fluents in & R may be elaborated by a simple local rewrite. Further, BKJ ,LM  N,OSJ is easily
implemented as an augmentation of most existing Golog
interpreters. Finally, it reduces the search space for terminating situations, rather than pruning situations after they
have been found. Thus, it has computational advantages
over other approaches to determining preferred sequences
of actions. Our approach is related to the approach to
the qualification problem proposed by Lin and Reiter [15].
There are other types of customizing constraints which we
do not address in this paper (e.g., soft and certain temporal
constraints). We address these constraints in future work.
2.2 ADDING THE ORDER CONSTRUCT
In the previous subsection we described a way to customize
Golog programs by incorporating user constraints. In order for Golog programs to be customizable and generic,
they must have some nondeterminism to enable a variety
of different choice points to incorporate user’s constraints.
Golog’s nondeterministic choice of actions construct ( )
and nondeterministic choice of arguments construct ( )
both provide for nondeterminism in Golog programs.







In contrast, the sequence construct ( ) provides no such
flexibility, and can be overly constraining. Consider the
program:
 
   . The “;” construct
dictates that
   must be performed in the situation resulting from performing
  and that
 
   
 "  must be true,
otherwise the program will fail. Imagine that the precondi  " dictates that the user’s credit card
tion 
not be over its limit. If  is not true, we would like

Q

N%Xf qh LMjiL)k%lGJ,V  D (MJ /V7d M (f D
MJ /Vtd M (f D
NXf hq LM(jiLk,l J,V  D
CMJ V7d M (f D CNXf hqLM(jiLk,l J,V D
Q CMJ /Vtd M (f D
Q

4

for the agent executing the program to have the flexibility
to perform a sequence of actions to reduce the credit card
balance, in order to achieve this precondition, rather than
having the program fail. The sequence construct “;” does
not provide for this flexibility.
To enable the insertion of actions in between a sequence
of actions, for the purposes of achieving preconditions,
we define a new construct called order, designated by the
 will perform the
“:” connective4. Informally, 
sequence of action    whenever            is
true. However, when it is false, the “:” construct dictates
that Golog search for a sequence of actions  that achieves
              . This can be achieved by a planner that searches for a sequence of actions  to achieve the
goal          "   . To simplify this paper, we
restrict  to be a primitive action. The definition is easily extended to an order of complex actions
. Thus,
  is defined as:

I

I

Q

>D

Q

/I

I

D

I

>D

Q

D

I

I 

/I while )z Q    

 % %¢ Q     ¤ endWhile; 

do 

It is easy to see that the while loop will eventually achieve
the precondition for  if it can be achieved.
We extend the computational semantics to include “:”.
 
!   "  
               "   (6)

jqM

C
3 aT Q
jiM C k GLJp J
3

L  O C  !"UT
Q
L GO C  kgL)Jp J    !"
(7)
where  kgL)Jp J   
A !#" )z$ &%(' %%¢ Q  ) ¤
endWhile. Since  k gL)Jp J is defined in terms of existing

Golog constructs, the definitions of jiM   and L  O follow from previous definitions.

Note that “:” introduces undirected search into the instantiation process of Golog programs and though wellmotivated for many programs, should be used with some
discretion because of the potential computational overhead.
We can improve upon this simplistic specification by a
more directed realization of the action selection mechanism
used by  
using various planning algorithms.

k gL)Jp J

Also note that the order construct has been presented here
independently of the notion of  
, introduced in the
previous subsection. It is easy to incorporate the contributions of Section 2.2 by replacing  
    with
        in Axioms (6) and (7) above, plus any
other deontic notions we may wish to include. Finally note
that a variant of the order construct also has utility in expressing narrative as proposed in [21]. We can modify
“:” to express that actions  and  are ordered, but that
it is not necessarily the case that * occurred in situation
   " .

k gL)Jp J J n O

BKJ ,LM ,N OSJ
k gL)Jp J Q

I

I

4

Created from a combination of existing constructs.
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2.3 SELF-SUFFICIENT PROGRAMS
Now that our Golog programs are customizable and can
be encoded generically, we wish them to be usable. Sensing actions are used when the agent has incomplete knowledge of the initial state (often true for WSC), or when exogenous actions exist that change the world in ways the
agent’s theory of the world does not predict. Web service
compositions often have the characteristic of sequences of
information-gathering services, performed to distinguish
subsequent world-altering services. In our work, we need
to define Golog programs that can be used by a variety of
different agents without making assumptions about what
the agent knows. As such, we want to ensure that our Golog
programs are self-sufficient with respect to obtaining the
knowledge that they require to execute the program. Further, we wish our programs to ensure that all preconditions
for actions the program tries to execute are realized within
the program, or are established as an explicit precondition
of the program.
To make this concrete, we define the notion of a Golog program being self-sufficient with respect to an action the .
 is a formula
ory & and kernel initial state,

relativized to (suppressed) situation , denoting the necessary preconditions for executing . To characterize selfsufficiency, we introduce the predicate    " .    
is defined inductively over the structure of .



LCV


LCV


C

C

  L)O <TWV3M(X/J
(8)
(9)
    "aT KWhetherQ  "
   !  aT KWhether   !   |
KWhether BKJ ,LM  N,OSJ !   
(10)
  CI 7 "aT   CI "y|
  E ¢ B  C I    ]\   C "  ¤
(11)
(12)
  CI?  "aT   CI "|   C 
  C aT   C  y|
  E ¢ B  C    y|    C   ¤
(13)
(14)
    [     aT  E  C    
   if  then  I else  endIf "aT
KWhether   "|
   ©\ 
  C I " |
)z  ©\   C " 
(15)
   while  do  endWhile"aT
KWhether   "|
   ©\ 
  C "|
   E¢ B  C "  \
   while  do  endWhile"  ¤-

(16)
Since “:” is defined in terms of existing constructs,   C I
 " follows from (8)–(14) above.
KWhether   " abbreviates a formula indicating that the
truth value of  is known in situation  [24].
5

5

5

Definition 1 (KSSF: Knowledge Self-Sufficient Pro
gram)  # #    , Golog program is knowledge
self-sufficient relative to action theory & and kernel initial
state
.
 iff &
#%$  and &
   # $

C LCV

LCV
?A LCV
? A C UT V[MX/J
 # #  C  LCV  ensures that given LCV , execution of the
Golog program will not fail for lack of knowledge. HowQ
ever, the program may fail because it may be im-  -ible

to perform an action.  # #
that the agent knows
 is true, but notensures
whether
that it actually is true. To
Q

further ensure that our generic procedures are physically

  .
self-sufficient, we define # #  

Q

C LCV

Definition 2 (PSSF: Physically Self-Sufficient Pro
gram) # #    , Golog program is physically
self-sufficient relative to action theory & and kernel initial

state
 iff  # #
    and &    "# $"   .



C LCV

LCV

C LCV

?A

E B C
Proposition 1 For every Golog program  and asQ # #  C  LV
sociate kernel initial state LCV ,

 # # C  LCV  .
This follows directly from Definitions 1-2.

Next we discuss how to verify KSSF and PSSF for a common subset of Golog programs.



We call a Golog program, loop-free if it does not contain
the nondeterministic iteration and while-loop constructs.
Note that we may preserve the loop-free nature of our programs, while using these programming constructs by defining a maximum iteration count, or time-out. It follows that.
Proposition 2 For every loop-free Golog program
  ) and associated situation calculus theory & , there
exist first-order situation calculus formulae 
and 
such that 
 # #      and # #      ,

 LCV

( 

and 

v

Q

C LCV yT


and 

v
C LCV T v

do not mention

 

.



The proof is inductive over the structure of .


From these propositions, it follows that # #
and  # #
of loop-free programs,    can be verified using regression followed by theorem proving in the initial situation. For programs with potentially unlimited looping,
   and 
 are not first-order definable, and hence
are problematic.

C LCV

Q

v



Proposition 3 Let be a loop-free Golog program, and let
be defined as in Proposition 2. Let 
consist
  and 
of any subset of the accessibility relations Reflexive, Symmetric, Transitive, Euclidean, then

  iff
1.  # #  


 




2. # #    iff
.

Q

v

C LV
C LCV

`F `

B  F B
B  F( Bo

` F ` ? AW¡£¢ ¤
` F `  ?A¡£¢ v$¤
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This follows directly from Reiter’s regression theorem with
knowledge [22].
We wish to highlight the work of Ernie Davis on Knowledge Preconditions for Plans [5], which we became aware
of when we first presented  [20]. There are many similarities to our work. One significant difference is that
he makes no distinction between (what we distinguish as)
knowledge sufficiency and physically sufficiency in his
framework, i.e., for a plan to be executable, he requires
that the agent has the knowledge to execute it and that it
must be physically possible. Further, we construct the 
condition from the situation calculus theory for primitive
actions that can be regressed over situations and verified in
the initial situation. He develops a set of rules that can be
used to check for plan executability. The set of rules, is
sufficient but not necessary.

3 EXECUTING GOLOG PROGRAMS
Now that we have defined customizable, generic and usable generic procedures for WSC, we must execute them.
In building a Golog interpreter that incorporates sensing
actions, the interplay between sensing and execution of
world-altering actions can be complex and a number of different approaches have been discussed (e.g., [7, 13, 22]).
While [7] and [22] advocate the use of an online interpreter
to reason with sensing actions, [13] suggests the use of an
offline interpreter with conditional plans. The trade-off is
clear. An online interpreter is incomplete because no backtracking is allowed, while an offline interpreter is computationally expensive due to the much larger search space,
and the need to generate conditional plans, if sensing actions are involved. The choice between an online and offline interpreter depends on properties of the domain, and
in particular, since exogenous actions can affect the value
of fluents, on the temporal extent of the persistence of the
information being sensed. In a robotics domain, an online
interpreter is often more appropriate, whereas an offline interpreter is more appropriate for contingency planning.
3.1 MIDDLE-GROUND EXECUTION
We define a middle ground between offline and online execution, which we argue is appropriate for a large class of
Semantic Web WSC applications. Our middle-ground interpreter (MG) senses online to collect the relevant information needed in the Golog program, while only simulating the effects of world-altering actions. By executing sensing actions rather than branching and creating a conditional
plan, MG reduces search space size, while maintaining the
ability to backtrack by merely simulating world-altering actions, initially. The outcome is a sequence of world-altering

6

actions that are subsequently executed6. Humans often follow this approach, collecting information on the Web (e.g.,
flight schedules) while only simulating the world-altering
actions (buying tickets, etc.) in their head until they have a
completed plan to execute.
Of course, the veracity of MG is predicated on an important assumption – that the information being gathered, and
upon which world-altering actions are being selected, persists. We assume that the fluents MG is sensing persist for
a reasonable period of time, and that none of the actions
in the program cause this assumption to be violated. This
assumption is generally true of much of the information we
access on the Web (e.g., flight schedules, store merchandise), but not all (e.g., stock prices). This assumption is
much less pervasive in mobile robotic applications where
we may assume persistence for milliseconds, rather than
minutes or hours. We formalize this assumption as follows.

d

Definition 3 (Conditioned-on Fluent) Fluent
is a
conditioned-on fluent in Golog program iff contains the
Golog construct   and appears in formula  .



d





Recall that the construct is used to define the conditional
(if-then-else) and the while-loop constructs. It is also com  .
monly used within the of 



) 

Definition 4 (Invocation and Reasonable Persistence
(IRP) Assumption) Golog program and kernel initial state
    adhere to the invocation and reasonable persistence assumption if

C LCV

1. Non-knowledge preconditions for sensing actions are

# $  .
true in &

1

LCV

2. Knowledge of preconditions for actions and
conditioned-on fluents in , once established, persists7 .

d



Condition 1 ensures that all sensing actions can be executed
by the MG interpreter. Condition 2 ensures that decisions
are predicated on correct information. Condition 1 may
seem extreme, but, as we argued earlier in this paper, by
their nature, Web services generally only have knowledge
preconditions. The persistence of knowledge in Condition
2, trivially holds from the frame assumption for knowledge.
This condition addresses change by subsequent or exogenous actions.
We claim that under the IRP assumption, MG does the right
thing for programs that are physically self-sufficient.
Claim 1 (Veracity of MG) Given an action theory
6

B

and

At this stage they can alternately be shown to a human for
approval before execution. Our interpreter can also generate and
present multiple alternate courses of action.
7
I.e., no subsequent actions inside or outside the program
change the value of sensed fluents.
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Q


Golog program such that # #    , and   
adheres to IRP, let  be the sequence of world-altering
actions selected by the middle-ground interpreter, MG, for
subsequent execution. Assuming no exogenous actions and
no sensor errors8 , it follows that executing  yields the

same truth value for all fluents in & as an online interpreter with an oracle that chooses  at the appropriate
branch points in its interpretation of .
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Let   "# $  be the terminating situation, following execution of Golog program with theory & , using the interpreter MG, starting in # $ . Then &
 "# $    "# $   ,
and we denote the sequence of actions by the relation
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is comprised of both sensing actions and world-altering
actions (e.g., [        "   ). Let  be the sequence
of sensing actions in
(i.e., [  " ]), and likewise let
 be the sequence of world-altering actions in (i.e.,
[         ]). MG executes the sensing actions
, interleaved with the simulation of world-altering actions,
searching to find the appropriate terminating situation, .
MG then outputs .  , the subsequence of world-altering
actions, are extracted from and executed in the world.
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suppose MG  & 
there are no sensor errors, and that no exogenous actions

affect fluents in & , then for all fluents in &
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In cases where the IRP Assumption is at risk of being violated, the full sequence of sensing and world-altering actions generated by MG, , could be re-executed with an
online execution monitoring system. The system would reperform sensing actions to verify that critical persistence
assumptions were not violated. In the case where the IRP
Assumption does not hold for some or all conditioned-on
fluents in a Golog program, MG could be integrated with an
interpreter that builds conditional plans for branch points
that do not adhere to IRP, following the approach proposed
in [13]. The explicit encoding of search areas in a program, as proposed by [7] through the addition of their (
search construct, can achieve some of the same functionality as our middle-ground interpreter. Indeed, the principle
defined above, together with an annotation of the temporal extent of conditioned-on fluents within the action theory provides a means of automatically generating programs
with embedded search operators ( , as proposed in [7]. We
leave a formal account of this to a future paper.

D

8
Trivially true of virtually all current-day informationgathering Web services.
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3.2 MIDDLE-GROUND PROLOG INTERPRETER
In Section 2, we proposed extensions to Golog to enable
programs to be generic, customizable and self-sufficient.
In Section 3, we proposed a strategy for middle-ground execution that enables an efficient and thorough combination
of sensing and search. We have modified the ConGolog offline interpreter in [7, 6] to realize these enhancements. We
describe the necessary code modifications in the subsections to follow, and prove the correctness of our implementation. We adopt notational conventions for Prolog code,
that differ from those used for theories of action. To avoid
confusion, all Prolog code is listed in courier font. Prolog
variables are uppercase, and constants are lowercase, contradicting the situation calculus notational convention.
3.2.1 User customizing constraints
Personal constraints were added to the ConGolog interpreter by the following straightforward and elegant modification to the code, that accounts for the addition of the
  predicate. We replaced the following code:

BKJ ,L)M N,OPJ

trans(A,S,R,S1) :- primAct(A),
(poss(A,S), R=nil, S1=do(A,S)); fail.

of the ConGolog interpreter with
trans(A,S,R,S1) :- primAct(A),
(poss(A,S), desirable(A,S),
R=nil, S1=do(A,S)); fail.

This ensures that every action selected by the interpreter is
also a desirable one.
In Section 3.3, we will show how to encode the
   !  predicate in our Prolog action theory. The
domain-independent Prolog rules for the MG interpreter include the following rule to ensure that actions are desirable
unless proved otherwise.

BKJ ,L)M N,OPJ

desirable(A,S):- \+ not_desirable(A,S).

3.2.2 Order Construct
To include the order construct “:”, we added the following
rules to our interpreter:
final(P:A, S):action(A),
final([P,achieve(poss(A),0),A],S).
trans(P:A,S,R,S1):action(A),
trans([P,achieve(poss(A),0),A],S,R,S1).



where achieve(Goal,0) is an A -planner, adapted from the
so-called World Simplest Breath First Planner (wsbfp) developed by Reiter [22, pg. 234]. We appeal to its simplicity
and the soundness and completeness of the A algorithm.
Obviously any planner can be used to accomplish this task.
We are investigating the effectiveness of other planners.
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3.2.3 Sensing Actions
We incorporate sensing actions and their effects into our
interpreter, using an approach that eliminates the need for
the situation calculus  fluent. Recently, Soutchanski
[25] proposed a somewhat similar transformation, articulating conditions under which his representation was correct. This is also similar in spirit to the approach in [8].

 D

To accommodate both backtracking and sensing, we as
sume that the truth value of a certain fluent, say   ,
can be determined by executing an external function call,
  " . Whenever the ex. The call is denoted by

ecution succeeds, is true; otherwise, it is false. Note that
because Prolog answers queries with free variables by returning possible values for these variables, this technique
is equally suitable for sensed functional fluents. This is illustrated in Example 2. The use of external function calls,
together with the IRP Assumption, allows us to write equations of the following form, which are embodied into the

successor state axiom of a fluent   :


J  Jk h  D

h

.
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For each action 
for which
    "
  " is defined following Equation (2), create a Prolog rule not desirable(a(X),S):- +
omega(a(X),S). We use Prolog’s negation as failure to infer that by default an action is desirable in a
situation, as per the MG code in Section 3.2.1.

 h  D

We illustrate the points above with the following examples.
Example 1: We return to our simple travel theme. Many
of the major airlines offer WWW programs that allow
a user to buy an air ticket online. We conceive these
services as world-altering actions in the situation calcu      . To simplify the examlus, e.g.,
ple, we disregard all parameters except origin, destination,
and date (     , respectively). This service has a number of effects including asserting that the user will own a
ticket after its execution. The successor state axiom for

      " is as follows.

NXf hqLMjqLk%lGJ,V
5V

5V

Equation (17) is translated into Prolog as follows

({ hqLMjiL)k%lGJ,V
5V
({ yhiLM(jiLk,l J,V    5V  !" aT
 wAN%Xf hqLMjiL)k%lGJ,V      5V | V[Lk,l JV3hqp L)O     5V  
 £A
§ N%Xf hqLMjiL)k%lGJ,V      5V 
| { hqLMjqLk%lGJ,V    5V" 

holds(f(X), do(a(X), S)):- exec(a(X), S).

which is encoded in Prolog as follow.

 D
 D   h  D " UTJ  J kh  D   

(17)



In addition, we need to provide the set of rules that call the
action externally.
exec(a(X), S):- <external function call>

holds(ownAirTicket(O, D, DT, do(E,S)):E = buyAirTicket(O, D, DT),
holds(ticketAvail(O, D, DT), S);
\+ E = buyAirTicket(O, D, DT),
holds(ownAirTicket(O, D, DT), S).

These rules are domain dependent and may be unique to the
specific Prolog encoded situation calculus domain theory.
In the following section, we discuss how to translate our
situation calculus theories into Prolog, and illustrate how
we make external function calls for WSC.

Recall that MG does not execute world-altering actions. Hence there is no external function to execute
buyAirTicket. To create an interpreter that executed
(some) world-altering actions immediately, the Prolog code
would be modified analogously to the sensing-action code
below.

3.3 TRANSLATING SITCALC TO PROLOG

Example 2: Now consider the map service offered at
www.yahoo.com. Simplified, this service takes as input the origin of a trip  , and the destination  , and returns, among other things, the driving time between 
and  . In the context of WSC, we view this service

    which, after
as the sensing action,
its execution, tells us the value of the functional fluent
   " . In Prolog, we create a corresponding propositional fluent, driveTime(O,D,T,S). For simplicity, we assume
    " is only sensed by

    , but the extension to multiple actions is trivial.

To translate a specific situation calculus theory, & into a
set of Prolog rules, & , we follow the description provided
in [22], with the following additions, predominantly to accommodate sensing actions and the  
predicate.
' For each propositional fluent   " , create a corresponding propositional fluent f(X,S) in
.
' For each functional fluent    , create a corresponding propositional fluent f(X, Y, S) in
.
' Successor state axioms for non-sensed fluents are
translated into Prolog following the description in
[22]. For fluents whose truth value can change as the
result of a sensing action, the normal successor state
axiom encoding is augmented to include the suitable
external function calls. Further, we add the necessary
code to realize those calls.

v

BKJ ,LM N%OPJ
 D
B v
D ]A f D

B v

n J,V7BoM(LpL n jiLrJ

BoM(L)p J,jiLrJ

n J,V7BoM(LpL n jiLrJ

BoMLp J,jiLrJ

The successor state axiom for driveTime(O,D,T)
is as follows.
Note the call to execute
ex get driving time(O, D, T).
holds(driveTime(O, D, T), do(E,S)):E = getDrivingTime(O, D),

To appear in Proc. 8th Int. Conf. on Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KR2002).
exec(ex_get_driving_time(O, D, T)) ;
\+ E = getDrivingTime(O, D),
holds(driveTime(O, D, T), S).

To specify how the action ex get driving time(O, D,
T) is executed, we need additional code. In our implementation, our sensing actions are all calls to Web services. We
do this via a call to the Open Agent Architecture (OAA)
agent brokering system [16]. OAA in turn requests a service named get directions.
We first write a general rule for the generic exec call.
exec(A):- A.

We also write a rule for the actual call.
ex_get_driving_time(O, D, T):oaa_Solve(
get_directions(O, ’ ’, D, ’ ’, 0, X),[]),
drvTime(X, T).
oaa Solve(get directions(...),[]) requests the
yahoo service that provides the driving time from O to D. As
the information provided by the service (X) contains additional information including images and driving directions,
we have written some additional code to extract what we
need from what the service returns. The code extraction is
performed by drvTime(X, T). We omit the details in the
interest of space. As we will discuss in the following section, when our vision of semantic Web services is realized,
such extra code will be unnecessary.

Example 3: In Section 2.1, we discussed Marielle’s personal preferences and showed how they translated into
Equation (3). Here we show how we represent this axiom
in our Prolog encoding of the domain theory.
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achieved by making the closed-world assumption (CWA).
Since our programs are self-sufficient, this seems less egregious. Proposition 4 follows immediately from the Implementation Theorem of [22].

Q

& and Golog proC  LCV   adheres to

Proposition 4 Given an action theory

  , and 
gram such that # #  
IRP. Then, for all situations # ,



C LCV

B xv o  ~  v B C "# $  #  iff
& d h # $ ? AB C "# $ "#  ,

d   h # $  is the closed-world assumption on # $ , de-
where 
fined as  # $ ¨T   O JK? there exists no definition of
in &1  , ~  v is the set of Prolog rules for our MG Golog
interpreter, B 
xv o is the set of Prolog rules representing
& d  ##%$  , and is proof by our Prolog interpreter.
4 COMPOSING WEB SERVICES
A significant aspect of our contribution is that the research
described to this point is implemented and has been tested
on a running system that interacts with services on the Web.
In this section, we step back and situate the agent technology we’ve been describing in the context of our system architecture for Semantic Web Service Composition. We also
discuss further details of our implementation. Finally, we
conclude this section with an example generic procedure
that illustrates the use of our work.
4.1 ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 illustrates the key components of our semantic
WSC architecture [19]. Of course, the Semantic Web does
not_desirable(buyAirTicket(O, D, DT), S):not exist yet – www.yahoo.com does not use semantic
holds(driveTime(O, D, T), S),
markup such as DAML+OIL to describe its services nor
T <= 3 ;
\+ D = ‘‘home’’, holds(mustBeHome(DT, S)). to disseminate information. We describe both the architecture for our system, and in the section to follow discuss how
we’ve accommodated for the pieces of the architecture that
3.4 CORRECTNESS OF THE INTERPRETER
are not yet realizable in an elegant way.
We complete Section 3 with a theorem that proves the corThe key features of this architecture follow.
rectness of our interpreter.
Semantic Markup of Web Services: Individual Web services are described in a semantic Web markup language.
Theorem 2 Given an action theory & and Golog program

The programs, their control structure and data flow, are
such that # #    , and     adheres to IRP,
if


 "#%$ #  then there exists a model of described using a declarative process modeling language.
& such that
 "#%$"#  , where is the set of Pro- Processes are either atomic or composite. Each process
has inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects. It also has
log rules representing , 
is the set of Prolog rules
a grounding that describes the communication-level proprepresenting our MG Golog interpreter, and is proof by
erties of the service. A service profile is created for deour Prolog interpreter.
scribing and locating the service. Collectively, this semanFollowing [22], the action theories in this paper are definitic markup provides a declarative API for the service so that
tional theories when &
is complete, i.e., when &
conprograms/agents can read this markup and understand how
tains a definition for each fluent in the theory. This can be
to interact with a service.

 v
B ~

Q
v B CC  LCV
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4.2 IMPLEMENTATION

Web Procedures
Ontologies

Web Service
Ontologies

Agent
Broker
Semantic markup of
personal/company
constraints and prefs

Semantic markup of
web service sites
E-mail

...

KB
Semantic-markup-enabled
agent technology

Figure 1: Semantic WSC Architecture

Ontologies of Web Services: To encourage reuse of vocabulary, parsimony, and shared semantic understanding,
individual Web service descriptions are organized into Web
service ontologies. For example, an ontology might contain
a service class called buy, with subclasses buyTicket,
buyBook, etc. buyTicket might in turn be subclassed
into buyAirTicket, etc. Thus, a Web service provider
wishing to describe a new service can simply subclass an
existing service, inheriting vocabulary, and ensuring some
degree of integration with existing systems.
Semantic Markup and Ontologies of Generic Procedures: Generic procedures can be described using the same
semantic markup constructs used to describe Web services.
After all, they are just programs. Similarly, generic procedures are stored in ontologies to facilitate sharing and
reuse. The ability to share generic procedures is what motivated our desire to make procedures knowledge and physically self-sufficient.
Semantic Markup of Personal/Company Constraints:
In addition to semantic markup of services, people can
archive their personal preferences and constraints as semantic markup. These profiles can likewise be stored in
ontologies, so that users can inherit constraints from family, their place of work, or other affiliations.
Semantic-Markup-Enabled Agent Technology: The architecture also includes a variety of agent technologies that
communicate with Web services through an Agent Broker.
Our Golog interpreter is one such agent technology.
Agent Broker: The agent broker accepts requests for services from the agent technology or other services, selects
an appropriate service and directs the request to that service. Likewise it relays responses back to the requester.

To realize our agent technology, we started with a simple
implementation of an offline ConGolog interpreter in Quintus Prolog 3.2. We have modified and extended this interpreter as described in Section 3. Agent brokering is performed using the Open Agent Architecture (OAA) agent
brokering system [16]. We have modified our Golog interpreter to communicate with Web services via OAA. Unfortunately, commercial Web services currently do not utilize semantic markup. In order to provide a computerinterpretable API, and computer-interpretable output, we
use an information extraction program, World Wide Web
Wrapper Factory9 (W4). This program extracts the information we need from the HTML output of Web services.
All information-gathering actions are performed this way.
For obvious practical (and financial!) reasons, we are not
actually executing world-altering services.
All the core infrastructure is working and our Golog interpreter is communicating with services on the Web via
OAA. We first demoed our Golog-OAA-WWW system in
August, 2000 [19]. Since then, we have been refining it
and working on Semantic Web connections. Where our architecture has not been fully realized is with respect to full
automation of semantic markup. We originally constructed
rudimentary service and procedure ontologies in first-order
logic. We are migrating these to DAML-S, as we complete our DAML-S specification. Eventually our Golog interpreter, will populate its KB from the DAML-S ontologies and from DAML+OIL ontologies of user’s customizing constraints. These declarative representations will be
compiled into a situation calculus representation. We have
constructed partial compilers for DAML-S to PDDL10 , and
for PDDL to the situation calculus, but we are still predominantly hand-coding situation calculus theories at this time.
4.3 EXAMPLE
We complete this section with an example generic procedure. Consider the example composition task given at
the beginning of this paper, “Make the travel arrangements
for my KR2002 conference trip.” If you were to perform
this task yourself using services available on the Web, you
might first find the KR2002 conference Web page and determine the location and dates of the conference. Based on
the location, you would decide upon the most appropriate
mode of transportation. If traveling by air, you might then
check flight schedules with one or more Web services, book
flights, and arrange transportation to the airport through another Web service. Otherwise, you might book a rental car.
You would then need to arrange transportation and accom9
10

db.cis.upenn.edu/W4/
Plan Domain Definition Language.
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modations at the conference location, and so on.
We have created a generic procedure for arranging travel
that captures many aspects of this example. Our generic
procedure selects and books transportation (car/air), hotel, local transportation, emails the customer an itinerary,
and updates an online expense claim. As noted previously,
these generic procedures are not that complex – they are
indeed generic. It is the interplay with user constraints that
makes our approach powerful.
In what follows we provide Prolog code for a subset of our
generic travel procedure. We have simplified the program
slightly (particularly the number of parameters) for illustration purposes. We have also used informative constant
and term names to avoid explanation. D1 and D2 are the
departure and return dates of our trip. pi is the nondeterministic choice of action arguments construct,  . Sensing
actions, such as searchForRFlight() have associated
execution code, not included here. Recall that to interpret
this generic procedure, Golog will look for actions that are
desirable as well as possible.
The following is a generic procedure for booking a return
airline ticket.
proc(bookRAirTicket(O, D, D1, D2),
[
poss(searchForRFlight(O, D, D1,D2)) ?,
searchForRFlight(O, D, D1, D2),
[ pi(price,
[ rflight(ID, price) ?,
(price < usermaxprice) ?,
buyRAirTicket(ID, price) ])
]
]).

Note the choice of flight based on price using  . Procedures
for booking a car or hotel can be written in a similar fashion. We compose such procedures to make a Golog travel
program.
proc(travel(D1, D2, O, D),
[
[ bookRAirticket(O, D, D1, D2),
bookCar(D, D, D1, D2)
] |
bookCar(O, O, D1, D2),
bookHotel(D, D1, D2),
sendEmail,
updateExpenseClaim
]).

Note the use of nondeterministic choice of actions. If booking a return air ticket or booking a car at the destination
prove undesirable, Golog tries to book a car at the origin so
the user can drive to the destination and back.
We have tested our generic travel procedure with different
tasks and a different user constraints. These tests have confirmed the ease and versatility of our approach to WSC.
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5 SUMMARY & RELATED WORK

In this paper we addressed the problem of automated Web
service composition and execution for the Semantic Web.
We developed and extended theoretical research in reasoning about action and cognitive robotics, implemented it and
experimented with it. We addressed the WSC problem
through the provision of high-level generic procedures and
customizing constraints. We proposed Golog as a natural
formalism for this task. As an alternative to planning, our
approach does not change the computational complexity of
the task of generating a composition. Nevertheless, most
Web service compositions are short, and the search space
is broad. Consequently, our approach has the potential to
drastically reduce the search space, making it computationally advantageous. Additionally, it is compelling, and easy
for the average Web user to use and customize.
Our goal was to develop Golog generic procedures that
were easy to use, generic, customizable, and that were usable by a variety of users under varying conditions. We
augmented Golog with the ability to include customizing
user constraints. We also added a new programming construct called order that relaxes the notion of sequence, enabling the insertion of actions to achieve the precondition for the next action to be performed by the program.
This construct facilitates customization as well as enabling
more generic procedures. Finally, we defined the notion
of knowledge and physically self-sufficient programs that
are executable with minimal assumptions about the agent’s
initial state of knowledge, or the state of the world. We
showed that these criteria could be verified using regression and theorem proving. Adherence to these criteria
makes our generic procedures amenable to wide-spread
use. To execute our programs, we defined a middle-ground
approach to execution that performed online execution of
necessary information-gathering Web services with offline
simulation of world-altering services. Thus, our MG interpreter determined a sequence of world-altering Web Services for subsequent execution. We proved that our approach to execution had the intended consequences, under
the IRP assumption.
These contributions were implemented as modifications to
an existing ConGolog interpreter and we proved the correctness of our implementation. Further they have been intergrated into a Semantic Web Architecture, that includes
an agent broker for communication with Web Services, and
a variety of service-related ontologies. We have tested our
results with a generic procedure for travel and a variety of
different customizing constraints that showcase the effectiveness of our approach. Though our work was focused on
Web service composition, the work presented in this paper
has broad relevance to a variety of cognitive robotic tasks.
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Much related work was identified in the body of this paper, with the work in [7, 22], and more recently, [23], being most closely related. Several other agent technologies
deserve mention. The topic of agents on the internet has
been popular over the years. Some of the first and most
related work is the softbot work done at the University of
Washington [9]. They also use action schemas to describe
information-providing and world-altering actions that an
agent can use to plan to achieve a goal on the internet. More
recently, [26, 1, 12] have all developed some sort of agent
technology that interacts with the Web.
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